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Description

Type

Department

Price

Stock

BMW M1 ProCar B.M.W. M1 Procar
SUPER DECALS SHEET - COLOR
INSTRUCTIONS SHEET

Car kits
(injection)

Catalogue

£29.99

5+

Car kits
(injection)

Catalogue

£29.99

5+

Catalogue

£29.99

4

FIGURE NOT INCLUDED

Italeri IT3638

Italeri IT3639

1:24

1:24

The BMW M1 was produced by the
noted Bavarian car manufacturer
between 1978 and 1981.
Characterized by a sporty design, it
had many typical racing cars features
such as a longitudinal mid-engine, a
light tubular steel frame and an all
wheels independent suspension.
Developed and built to participate in
Group 5 competitions, ...
Mercedes-Benz 600S CHROMED
PARTS - COLOR INSTRUCTIONS
SHEET

The new S-Class featured 30 different
technical innovations. Among those a
few &laquo;intelligent&raquo; systems
are included which make driving safer
and more comfortable.
&laquo;CoMand&raquo; control
(Cockpit Management and
Datasystem) represents a navigation
and visual system of driving contgrols,
which are integrated in the centgral
console. It contains all functions of the
satellite ...
PORSCHE 935 BABY
Car kits
SUPER DECAL SHEET - COLOR
(injection)
INSTRUCTIONS SHEET
To compete in the FIA-Group 5 car
competitions, Porsche developed a
special car line characterized by
dedicated engine and chassis
solutions, beginning with the
production of the famous 911 Turbo.
Several versions of this model were
made, but one of the most famous was
the Porsche 935J. The â€œBaby" as it
was known, was built to compete in
the 2.0-liter German nat...

Italeri IT3644

1:24

Italeri IT3640

1:24

Italeri IT3646

1:24

Italeri IT4706

1:12

Range Rover Classic The Range
Car kits
Rover Classic can be considered a
(injection)
milestone in the history of off-road
vehicles. It was produced in numerous
variants and versions from 1970 to
1996. It was the first vehicle produced
under the "Range Rover" brand and
from 1981 it was available in the twoor four-door version. Thanks to its 4x4
traction and its sturdy structure, simple
for construction but very reliable, the
Range Rover was able ...
Mercedes Benz G 230
Car kits
(injection)
PORSCHE 944 S Cabrio COLOR
Car kits
INSTRUCTIONS SHEET
(injection)
The Porsche 944 was in production
from 1982 to 1991 and was an
evolution of the earlier 924 model,
retaining both its characteristic styling
and design features. The car was
originally fitted with a fuel injected
2479cc engine capable of delivering
163 hp. and was manufactured in
accordance with the Transaxle
concept (rear engine and front shifter).
The 944 was produced in sever...
ALFA ROMEO 8C 2300 Monza 100% Car kits
NEW MOULDS - Colors Instructions
(injection)
Sheet - Steering wheels - Realistic
suspension - Highly detailed engine Rubber tires - 300 plastic parts - 30
Chromed parts - Photoetched parts Opening cowling - Screws, tubes, rope
and nylon net
The Alfa Romeo 8C can readily be
considered as one of the most famous
sports cars of the 1930â€™s. The 8C
designation reference was derived its
engine, which was an 8...

Catalogue

£32.50

2

Catalogue

£31.49

2

Catalogue

£26.99

5+

Catalogue

£157.49 2
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1:24
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1:24

LANCIA LC2
SUPER DECALS SHEET - COLOR
INSTRUCTIONS SHEET
The LC2 was built by the Italian
manufacturer Lancia to compete in the
World Sport Prototype Championship
at the beginning of â€˜80s.
Characterized by a clean and elegant
design able to optimize the
aerodynamic performance, the Lancia
LC2 adopted a Ferrari V8
twin-turbocharged engine, prepared by
Abarth, with a displacement of 2,599
Cm3 (later increased to 3,014 Cm3). ...
Porsche 956 The Porsche 956 was
built by the German manufacturer in
1982 to participate in the World
Sport-Prototype Championship in the
new Group C category. The â€œ956"
was a radical revolution compared to
the previous Porsche 936 that won
several competition between 1976 and
1981. Porsche to be comply with the
new championshipâ€™s regulations
introduced on the new â€œ956"
several technical innovations as the
aerodynamic solutions...
Land Rover Fire Truck The Land
Rover was certainly one of the most
famous symbols of "Made in England"
automobile production and is a real
milestone in the history of off-road
vehicles. It was born immediately after
the war, with the first prototypes
realized on 1947. It has been
characterized by the 4x4 traction
system and by a robust and reliable
design able to tackle the most difficult
and challenging trails. The aluminium
...

Car kits
(injection)

Catalogue

£29.99

4

Car kits
(injection)

Catalogue

£29.99

3

Car kits
(injection)

Catalogue

£34.99

5+
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Italeri IT4707

1:12
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1:24

Italeri IT3612

Italeri IT3703

1:16

1:24

Mercedes Benz 300SL Gullwing The
Car kits
Mercedes-Benz 300 SL was produced (injection)
in 1954 by the German car
manufacturer and itâ€™s a
masterpiece on four-wheels for design,
elegance and luxury. The 300 SL,
where the acronym stands for Sport
Leicht, (Sport Light), adopted
innovative solutions for the time. The
Mercedes 2 door coupe had a tubular
frame, a front 2.996 cc longitudinal
engine connected to a 4-speed
transmission and the rear drive. ...
Renault RE23 Turbo
Car kits
(injection)
Fiat 500 (2007 Model) COLOR
Car kits
INSTRUCTIONS SHEET - CHROMED (injection)
PARTS
In 2007, the Fiat Group presented the
successor to the most iconic car of
Italian automotive production: the Fiat
500. The new model features a
distinctive design and interesting
retro-style as modern reinterpretation
of the â€œclassic" Fiat 500 launched
on the market in 1957. Thanks to its
unique design, the adoption of the
most innovative technological and
safet...
Mercedes-Benz 300SL Gullwing. Fully Car kits
detailed interiors - Fully detailed
(injection)
engine - Steerable wheels - Rubber
tyres - Openable doors - Openable
hood and trunk - Chromed parts Color
Instuctions sheet
The Mercedes-Benz 300 SL was
produced in 1954 by the German car
manufacturer and itâ€™s a
masterpiece on four-wheels for design,
elegance and luxury. The 300 SL,
where the acronym stands for Sport
Leicht, (Sport Light), adopted innov...
Rolls-Royce Phantom II
Car kits
(injection)

Catalogue

£29.99

4

Catalogue

£165.00 0

Catalogue

£27.50

2

Catalogue

£59.99

2

Catalogue

£22.50

0
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Audi Quattro Rally SUPER DECALS
SHEET - COLOR INSTRUCTION
SHEET
In 1980, during the Geneva Motor
Show, the German car manufacturer
presented to the public its new
two-door coupÃ© called Audi Quattro.
Produced for all the '80s the Italian
name chosen by Audi (Quattro is the
Italian word for â€œfour") ine was
pointed out the main feature and the
most important selling point : the
four-wheel drive. It was the first time
that the ...
Lamborghini Miura Jota SVJ
Alfa Romeo Giuletta Spider 1600
COLORS INSTRUCTIONS SHEET DETAILED ENGINE - CHROME
PARTS AND HOOD FOR CLOSED
VERSION

Car kits
(injection)

Catalogue

£29.99

5+

Car kits
(injection)
Car kits
(injection)

Catalogue

£27.99

5+

Catalogue

£29.99

0

Catalogue

£25.99

0

Icon of elegance and style, the
Giulietta Spider was built by the Italian
manufacturer Alfa Romeo between
1955 and 1962. It was developed and
designed on the Sprint chassis. The
design was characterized by sober
and elegant lines typical of the Italian
"cabrio" cars of the time. The Giulietta
Spider adopte...
Renault 5 Alpine The Renault 5 is a
Car kits
real icon of the French automotive
(injection)
World. The small car, developed by
Renault, was produced from the
beginning of the â€˜70s to the first half
of the â€˜80s and it rapidly achieved
an extraordinary commercial success
in several Countries. The most
relevant success factor was a very
good mix between functionality,
appealing design, reliability and
smartness. From the chassis of the
Renault 5 was ...
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1:24

Italeri IT4705

1:12

Fiat 131 Abarth Rally The Fiat 131
Abarth was built on the frame of the
two-door Fiat sedan. The development
made by Abarth considered several
modifications and improvements
starting from the reduction of the body
weight using lighter materials. Then
some new fenders, to permit the
adoption of larger wheels, were
installed and new air-intakes on the
hood and on the sides to optimize the
cooling of the mechanics were
designed. ...
FIAT Abarth 695SS/695SS A. Corsa
New moulds - Highly detailed model Openable hood and trunk - Open or
closed top - Opening car doors Steerable wheels - Working
suspension - Rubber tires Photoetched and chromed parts

Car kits
(injection)

Catalogue

£29.99

5+

Car kits
(injection)

Catalogue

£135.00 4

Catalogue

£29.99

One Model in two versions:
- Fiat Abarth 695SS
- Fiat Abarth 695SS Assetto Corse
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1:24

The "Nuova 500" was produced by
Fiat from 1957 to 1975. It is a real icon
on four wheels and one of the symbols
of â€œmad...
Ford Escort RS 1800 Mk.II Lombard
Car kits
RAC Rally
(injection)
The Ford Escort Mk 2 was launched in
1975. It was a significant evolution
compared to the Escort Mk 1 that
debuted at Brussels Motor Show in
January 1968. It used the reliable
mechanical components as the Mk 1
but adopted a new design based on a
squared-style look able to be in line
with the aesthetic and stylistic taste of
the 70s. In addition to the more classic
version, it was al...

5+
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1:24

Italeri IT3685

1:24
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1:24

Italeri IT4704

1:12

Italeri IT4703

1:12

Range Rover Police The Range Rover Car kits
Classic can be considered a milestone (injection)
in the history of off-road vehicles. It
was produced in numerous variants
and versions from 1970 to 1996. It was
the first vehicle produced under the
"Range Rover" brand and from 1981 it
was available in the two- or four-door
version. Thanks to its 4x4 traction and
its sturdy structure, simple for
construction but very reliable, the
Range Rover was able t...
Lamborghini Diablo
Car kits
(injection)
Lancia HF Integrale The Lancia Delta Car kits
HF four wheels-drive is considered an (injection)
Icon of the Rally Competitions History.
The Delta HF was produced in the
second half of the 80s and participated
in the World Rally Championship from
1987 to 1988 winning two world titles
and achieving important results in a lot
of competition as the Rallye de
Monte-Carlo and the Rallye San
Remo. The Lancia Delta Integrale was
the evolution of the Delta...
Alfa Romeo 179 F1. The Alfa Romeo Car kits
179 is a racing car which was used by (injection)
the presigious Italian brand Alfa
Romeo for the Formula 1 competitions
from 1979 to 1982. It was developed to
replace the Alfa Romeo 177 and it
made its debut at the Italian Grand
Prix at Monza in 1979 in front of its
Italian fans. It was equipped with a
1291 cc 12-cylinders natually aspirated
Alfa Romeo 1260 engine. There are a
lot of notable Formula one ...
FIAT 500F 1968
Car kits
100% new moulds - Highly detailed
(injection)
model - Opened or closed top Opening car doors - Front and rear
opening bonnets - Steering wheels Working suspensions - Rubber tyres Photoetched and chromed parts
The model can be realized in the
Anglo-Saxon version with right drive.
The "Nuova 500" was produced by
Fiat from 1957 to 1975. It is a real icon
on four wheels and one of the symbols
of â€œmade in Italy". It...

Catalogue

£34.99

5+

Catalogue

£25.99

5+

Catalogue

£29.99

5+

Catalogue

£135.00 0

Catalogue

£135.00 2
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1:24
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Renault 5 Alpine Rally For the 1977
Rally season the French company
Renault developed a racing version of
the popular small R5. In spite of the
fact that this car was designed for very
different scopes, after adequate
preparation, the French technicians
managed to obtain notable power from
the engine: 150CV, and a noteworthy
drive ration, which thanks to the
contained weight of only 800 Kg. made
the R5 a very manoeuvrable and ...
Ford Escort Mk.II The Ford Escort Mk
2 was launched in 1975. It was a
significant evolution compared to the
Escort Mk 1 that debuted at Brussels
Motor Show in January 1968. It used
the reliable mechanical components as
the Mk 1 but adopted a new design
based on a squared-style look able to
be in line with the aesthetic and
stylistic taste of the 70s. The product
range was wide, declined in three body
styles (2 doors, 4 doors a...
Lancia Stratos HF
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Ford Transit Mk.II

Italeri IT3683

1:24

Lamborghini Countach 5000 4V
Together with Miura, the Countach has
represented the backbone of
Lamborghini legend. In 1974 once
again Bertone Marcello Gandini's
designer manage to draw a charming,
unconventional car, which left
speechless everybody. The first
generation, the LP400, powered by a 4
liters V12 longitudinal engine, for a
max speed of 315 km/h and an
acceleration from 0 to 100 km/h in 5,6
seconds. But with the b...

Car kits
(injection)

Catalogue

£28.50

5+

Car kits
(injection)

Catalogue

£26.99

5+

Car kits
(injection)
Car kits
(injection)
Car kits
(injection)

Catalogue

£28.50

2

Catalogue

£29.99

3

Catalogue

£25.99

0
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1:12

Italeri IT3701
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Lamborghini Muira Very few cars
Car kits
manage to change the automobile
(injection)
world like the Miura. With its posterior
longitudinal engine V12 and
fascinating body, designed by Marcello
Gandini for Bertone, the two-seater
redefined the concept of a sports car.
At its debut the Miura was the fastest
production car in the world: With a
speed over 280 kph and an
acceleration from 0-100 kph in 5,1
seconds the Lamborghini Miura set
new standards...
Fiat 806 Grand Prix
Car kits
(injection)
FIAT Mefistofele
Car kits
(injection)
Mercedes-Benz 540K
Car kits
(injection)

Catalogue

£25.99

0

Catalogue

£169.99 0

Catalogue

£185.00 3

Catalogue

£22.50

0

